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Differentiation 
Definition and Necessity 
School became readily available in the west during the 14th century and was truly utilised in the 
Industrial Revolution. Consequently, public schooling became a way to fashion students into life of 
factory work. It focussed on bringing students to an ‘average standard’. Creativity in those 
succeeding was quashed and those struggling were either beaten or given all attention to get them 
to a suitable standard. 

Nowadays, programs such as GATE-ways, ESL and Inclusion Support have come about to challenge 
and support those who do not fit in a specific mould. As well as this, separated classrooms based on 
academic achievement have been utilised. However, the effectiveness of all of these is highly 
debated. Therefore, combined classrooms are the norm in most western schools. 

This means that a wide variety of students are in classes, which, whilst beneficial, creates high 
pressure on teachers. In order to address this, a model known as ‘Differentiated Instruction’ came 
about and has since become somewhat of a fad. 

In simple terms, Differentiation is instruction created based on the class itself and is designed to 
have teachers think about their teaching and students’ learning. Instruction is generally divided into 
students who are 'bright', 'average' and 'struggling'. Differentiation is beneficial as it recognises that 
all students are not of the same level. It then helps all students flourish in learning that is the right 
level for them. Students can push themselves into harder learning and teachers can spend time with 
students who really need it. 

However, due to its popularity, it has become an almost toxic expectation for teachers. This means 
the mindset of the Industrial revolution has partially returned: graded results must be improved to 
show a teachers’ own aptness. Teachers are already overworked and underpaid and so once again, 
children are not being pushed, instead they are fashioned.  

However, it remains that the legitimacy of differentiation has been subject to much research, it’s 
benefits and deficits. Subsequently, the goal of this research is to evaluate Differentiation’s validity 
and success in schools. 

Western Schooling 
Before recorded history, it is likely Hunter-Gatherer groups would have shared information orally 
across generations. Children would have learnt necessary survival and culture throughout life. In 
early years, play and relationship was probably the focus and in later years, children would have 
learnt whilst helping with work. Types of work would have typically depended on gender though 
type of work varied from culture to culture. Punishment would likely have been physical and given 
by parents or elders. 

In early history, one’s place in society determined whether they would be educated or not. Typically 
Nobles, Scribes and Priests would receive an education and depending on the level one was working 
would decide how much they would learn. For example, scribes who copied work which had already 
been written would have had a lesser education than those who wrote their own findings about 
philosophy, science or otherwise. Education in this time was given only to men. Most of the Ancient 
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Cultures: Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece, India and Maya, had this type of education. In the Middle 
Ages in England, this education was also common. 

Another form of Ancient Instruction was that of Worldly Education. So named because all men in 
society went to a public institution (school) to be taught basic knowledge about the world in a 
supposedly objective (secular) way. Persian and Roman education were like this, and to some extent 
Greek (Sparta had this type of education whereas most of Greece did not). Whilst status may still 
have played a part in the type of education received, ‘Worldly’ Education was institutionalised 
training for the world children lived in; all men (and sometimes women) were educated. 

Moralistic education began when Guarino Guarini and Poggio Bracciolini translated two texts in 1411 
and 1417 named “The Greek Text on Educating Children” and “On the Education of an Orator” 
respectively. More than 100 copies of Bracciolini’s translation were sold (making it a best-seller in 
those days). Both texts spoke about the modern-day concept of Positive Reinforcement and its value 
in teaching children. The Treatises also talked about the need to balance work with play for children, 
especially younger children. These two texts, though quite short, revolutionized education and 
began the concept of “Humanistic Education”. They inspired the Humanistic Renaissance in Italy 
which began the concept of modern-day school. This budding movement really began to spread in 
the Protestant Reformation. 

However, despite Humanistic schools being secular and Reformed schools being religious, the 
schools share similar foundational concepts. ‘Self-discipline’ and ‘self-control’ were seen as driving 
elements. Christian saints were seen as incredible examples and pedagogical teachers or artistic 
talents were seen as a new role model. The aim was to have children be in their ‘natural’ place in 
society in the sense of being willed by a higher power – whether that be one’s talent, or God’s will.  

The Industrial Revolution inspired its own type of education. Attention shifted away from education 
aiming to inspire morally ‘correct’ jobs and turned to education aiming to form children to a specific 
job: Factory work. School became a way to achieve this: for children to understand timekeeping, 
follow rules and work for long hours. It was meant to bring students to an ‘average standard’. 
Creativity in those succeeding was quashed and those struggling were generally beaten or scorned.  

Some might argue that Industrialisation is still in effect today in the Western world and, indeed this 
is the system our current education is based on. Industrialisation is its own category as school in this 
time is a combination of many types of education. Rote memorisation and worldly skills were 
acquired, as previously, and secularism became more of a focus. It was with a purpose to aim 
children towards a certain goal, like Moralisation and it used Psychological manipulating tactics such 
as later developments. 

Child-Oriented education was introduced after World War 2, as discontent began to brew under the 
surface in feminism and the Civil rights movement in America took off. The idea of ‘self-fulfilment’ 
and ‘self-development’ became more pronounced and scientific research began to be articulated in 
pedagogical treatises. Schools changed from Industrialisation to students participating in studies by 
bringing in things from home or singing for the teacher. Dancing was incorporated into many 
curriculums and science began to be taught for children.  

‘Child-Oriented’ learning was a bridge between psychological and industrialized education. Children 
were allowed to have goals and study to their preferred choice but they would not choose subjects 
and would learn towards examination. Authoritative style teaching meant relationships were formed 
on the basis of fear which discouraged children from pursuing further education. 
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Marc Depaepe, who wrote about Pedagogization in education, wrote that, “Around the beginning of 
the twentieth century, the educational objectives are no longer from one or another ideology. 
Instead, they emerge from the perspective of developmental psychology.” This means that 
‘correctness’ in education is no longer determined by ethical coercion or social beliefs and 
expectations. Numerous ‘teaching styles’ today have apparent scientific groundings. However, each 
style seems to correspond with these historical styles. 

Whilst some might argue that we have come a long way in terms of Pedagogization and education, 
most of our old ways are definitively ingrained in our programs. Is it truly right for us to continue 
educating in such a way if we, as a society have supposedly advanced so much? 

Differentiation 
Differentiation for Gifted Students 
There has never really been a universally agreed upon definition for “Giftedness” as it is such a 
broad term of which we know surprisingly little about. Dr. Laura Phillips, a neuropsychologist 
dedicated to this research says that giftedness “in its truest definition is not limited to intellectual 
potential but instead may refer to extraordinary capabilities in creative thinking, a specific academic 
area, psychomotor functioning or visual or performing arts.” In attempt to convey this, a gifted 
person can be defined as someone who has the potential for showing an exceptional level of 
performance in a creative, intellectual or psychomotor area.  

Gifted children develop asynchronously, are motivated intrinsically, perceive the world with more 
sensitivity and awareness and replenish energy away from groups of their own age. All of this can 
make them quite different from their peers. Many years ago Dabrowski, a Polish scientist, came up 
with the theory of Overexcitabilities to showcase the differences of gifted people. Below, these are 
grouped to show different common profiles of gifted children. As every child is different, some may 
exhibit more than one ‘profile’. 

Profile Overexcitabilities Characteristics How It May Look 
The Questioner 

 
Intellectual 
Psychomotor 

o Inclination towards a 
deeper 
understanding 

o Highly Curious 
o Enjoys Learning 

o Continuous questioning 
or talking. 

o Hates “regurgitating” 
past learning 

o Wants to learn 
something new 

The Speed-Racer 
 

Intellectual 
Psychomotor 

o Incredibly intense 
interests 

o High levels of energy 
(active) 

o Cannot “turn off” 
o Wants to do preferred 

activities 
o Finishes fast and makes 

careless errors 
The Renaissance 

Learner 
 

Intellectual 
Psychomotor 
Imaginational 
Sensual 

o Multiple intense 
interests that change 
frequently or 
continue to develop 

o Need for novelty 

o Hyper-focuses on or 
quits activities 

o Wants to do preferred 
activities 

o Does not see the “point” 
of school 

The Lawyer 
 

Intellectual 
Emotional 

o Innate sense of 
justice 

o Able to see the “big 
picture” 

o Has strong convictions 
and opinions 

o Acts as if always right 
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o Wishes to understand 
processes  

o Does not see the “point” 
of school 

o Debates necessity 
The Perfectionist 

 
Emotional 
Sensual 

o Impostor Syndrome 
o Dichotomous 
o Cannot seem to focus 

on success 

o Won’t take criticism or 
suggestions for 
improvement 

o Won’t do something 
unless perfect 

The Worrier Imaginational 
Emotional 
Sensual 

o Innate sense of 
justice 

o Able to see “big 
picture” 

o Sensitive 

o Generalised anxiety 
o Wishes to fix the world 
o Spiralling if confronted 

 

Another facet of giftedness is that of twice-exceptional (2E) students – students who are gifted but 
also have a learning disability. 2E students typically fall into four categories: 

1. Identified as gifted but not as learning disabled 
2. Identified as learning disabled but not as gifted 
3. No identification 
4. Identified as both learning disabled and gifted 

In a simple sense, their two ‘exceptionalities’ balance each other out to make them seem either 
gifted and “not living up to their potential”, learning disabled and feeling frustrated because they 
understand or just an average student. There is no current data on how many 2E children there are 
in the world because of this and it is very easy to misdiagnose or not diagnose at all. Differentiation 
in the classroom must provide opportunities  to choose, hopefully meaning that these children will 
be found. Hawker Brownlow states that even surveys taken by children about who in their class 
loves learning or talking about learning in the playground may be helpful in this regard. 

What does differentiation mean for gifted students?  
As is the nature of schooling, gifted students must meet requirements of the curriculum. However, 
they will learn concepts faster and need less repetition than most other students. Bloom’s Taxonomy 
is helpful for this. Instead of changing the curriculum, one can change the complexity of tasks. Asking 
gifted students to complete higher-order thinking skills will allow them to express themselves and 
their ideas in a better way. This also works well for students who are struggling more in class. They 
can choose to complete more “remembering” and “understanding” tasks as oppose to the higher-
level tasks.  

In this style of differentiation, it is important to remember that time can be a problem. If a student 
has very little time, they may choose simpler tasks that bore them. As with the differences in gifted 
learners, it is also important to remember that if they find the subject boring they (particularly the 
speed racer and renaissance learner) may also choose lower level tasks, no matter the added 
complexity. 

 

˃ Difficulty 
˅ Complexity 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Remember 
recall specific facts 

List… Describe the process 
of… 

Explain how… 
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Understand 
grasp meaning of 

Explain what… Interpret… Deduce how… 

Apply 
use in a new situation 

How did they… How could you… Evaluate how it could 
be better… 

Analyse 
themes/relationships 

Explain two 
elements… 

What is their 
relationship… 

Why is their 
relationship there… 

Evaluate 
make judgements 

Critique clarity… Critique accuracy… Critique validity… 

Create 
make something new 

Reorganise… Redesign… Innovate (create)… 

Subsequently, a useful way of differentiation for these types of learners (and indeed some others) is 
compacting the curriculum. Teachers can compact the curriculum into imperative things to know to 
pass the unit, optional and not needed. This will allow more time for ‘extension’ tasks which are 
aimed towards interests and forms of expression. Compacting the curriculum, will mainly work for 
gifted students or those who are talented in certain areas. However, the nature of it means that the 
teacher’s understanding of milestones for the rest of the class are enhanced.  

 
How to Compact a Curriculum: 

1. Define Key concepts and skills that need to be learnt (in the curriculum, textbook, 
teachers’ manuals etc.).  

2. Find whether any of these are repetition of a previous years’ learning. These go onto 
Negotiables. Other tasks from above will go onto imperatives 

3. Identify students who will benefit from mastering the work at a faster pace (from pre-
tests, previous assignments, standardised tests, brief conversations, etc.). Assess their 
interests in the subject. 

4. Find more complex tasks (at the top end of Blooms Taxonomy) in line with the children’s 
interests and the subject. These will be in the Options section. 

 
 
Example of Compact Curriculum: 
Imperatives (You must do these): 

o Complete ____ on page __ in your textbook. 
o Complete the assignment in the worksheet attached. 
o Participate in the class discussion today about ____. 
o Write a list of all definitions for the terms found in page __ of your textbook. 

 
Negotiables (You must do at least one of these): 

o Create ____ 
o Write an essay on ____ 
o Evaluate the news report ____. How would you make it better? 

 
Options (You may do one of these): 

o Research ____ and make a PowerPoint about the benefit and deficit of it. 
o Create a play or story about ____ 
o Work with a partner to analyse ____. See me for further instruction. 

 

Both of these activities may be used in group tasks or individually and for any subject.  
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What are the benefits? 
Gifted children are typically not given the attention they need as they will likely be passing in their 
subjects. If not having their needs met, gifted students will do certain things: 

1. Check out: They will decide that school is not worth their time and stop trying. This may 
show itself in dropping out, failing classes and not handing in homework, or it may show 
itself emotionally – students only doing the bare minimum to get through school but not 
learning or caring. 

2. Act up: They will become ‘class clowns’ in a sense. Become trouble-makers or pranksters so 
as to find something to do with their time. 

3. Break down: They will decide that they are the problem and become depressed, anxious and 
fall apart. 

These are all situations which need to be avoided. Differentiating instructions so that children may 
enjoy and learn things at school is much needed. On top of this, as most gifted children are 
asynchronous, differentiation allows for freedom to be great at one subject but struggle at another 
and still grown in learning.  

What are possible issues? 
Whilst differentiation can have positive effects for gifted students, it is important to note that these 
students typically benefit from GATE programs better. Most research against the establishment of 
GATE programs show the bad effect on other students and there is much research supporting 
initiation. Children in these programs will work at a higher level and feel less socially isolated. 
Therefore, it must be considered if this is a better option. As mentioned earlier though, this is not 
possible for some schools nowadays, making differentiation an appealing option. 

Further, in differentiating for gifted and 2E children, questions to challenge and extend typically 
become quite open-ended. For numerous neurodivergences this can be quite unhelpful (and thereby 
in 2E students) and for many gifted children, the same thing occurs. Without clear guidelines, 
Perfectionists will cease to hand things in and sometimes even try because the work is not yet 
‘perfect enough’ and they are overwhelmed. Others (Questioners, Renaissance Learners and Speed 
Racers) will go down “rabbit holes” finding interesting facts and getting completely distracted from 
the initial task. Thus, it is important to have checks and balances in place to ensure that work is 
being completed at the level it should be. 

Differentiation for Struggling Students  
What does differentiation mean for struggling students? 
For students who are struggling in school, flexible grouping is a good way of differentiation. To 
complete this, children will be placed into an ability group (in this case colours) and another group 
(in this case shapes): whether motivation level, one from each colour group, learning style or just 
randomised. In instruction time, students may sit in ability groups. After, the teacher may spend 

time giving extra or more in 
depth instruction with the 
struggling group whilst the 
highest group may work on a 
compacted curriculum and the 
middle groups can work on a 
worksheet or part of the 
textbook. This ensures that each 
child gains necessary help in the 
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beginning of the unit. Then, certain projects may occur in the shape groups. In this way, students 
may receive things which are necessary to their learning whilst not isolating any group. Groups may 
change at the beginning of each new unit. 

Another way to benefit struggling students is to record speaking. Some learning disabled children 
will have auditory processing issues or not be able to read what is on the screen at the speed it is 
shown. In this case, recording teaching for the students to go back and see the worked examples 
again or listen to what is being said is very helpful. Allowing alternate methods for different tasks 
may also be important. Choose the most important tasks by compacting the curriculum and teach it 
in different ways (visual, auditory and kinaesthetic). This will benefit the understanding of the rest of 
the class and provide more time for the content to ‘click’. 

Interests are also widely important. Children who are struggling in school are more likely to have 
lower self-esteem because school is such a large part of students’ lives. Finding interests of 
struggling students and relating content to those interests will provide more engagement and drive 
to keep going. 

What are the benefits? 
Lucy Clarke, author of ‘Beautiful Failures’ spoke about her trouble with one of her daughters with 
school refusal and mental health at school. She said that one of the most important things to do for 
children is to “Shift the conversation about education. Don't talk about grades [and] where people 
are coming in the class. Talk about what they're enjoying in their learning, what they want to learn 
more about tomorrow, what sort of ideas that they're really engaged in at school.” It is really 
important that students understand that their education is something interesting to be discussed, 
rather than just a race to be run with milestones that are apparently all missing.  

In a class of students who are all seemingly doing well, struggling students may feel isolated and 
have many problems with their mental health. If this class of differences can be utilised as oppose to 
becoming a barrier, students may find school more enjoyable and they will seek to learn more. 
Having students who work hard may become role models instead of measuring sticks.  

It must be said that differentiating for struggling students improves marks but this should not be so 
much of a focus, instead of a physical reminder that someone who may have otherwise broken 
down, is not finding school a struggle every day. It is knowledge that someone “troublesome” in 
class is learning how to concentrate in a busier environment. It is seeing that a student whose marks 
haven’t gotten worse now knows things they didn’t know before. 

What are the possible issues? 
A recent study by the Grattan Institute, Victoria found that 92% of teachers do not have enough 
time to prepare for teaching. Differentiating for students who need extra work or more help has 
become an extra addition to the workload on top of differentiating for different learning styles of 
more typical students. As differentiation has become somewhat of a fad in the past decade, it is 
expected that it is used in the classroom. Whilst this may not seem bad, it has meant that graded 
results are expected to be improved for all students. As gifted and talented students are likely 
already receiving good scores, and other students are not failing, this mindset means that struggling 
students are focussed on. This is a bad thing for other students but sometimes even more so for 
those struggling. The pressure to get a ‘good mark’ exceeds all else, even mental wellbeing. 
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Conclusion 
Differentiation is instruction created based on the class itself and is designed to have teachers think 
about their teaching and students’ learning. Differentiation is beneficial as it recognises that all 
students are not of the same level and helps them flourish in learning. There are many ways to 
differentiate learning such as compacting the curriculum, using Bloom’s Taxonomy, using flexible 
grouping and making minor adjustments such as recording instruction.  

However, the popularity of differentiating has turned it into a dangerous expectation for teachers, 
likened to the Industrial Revolution. Graded results must now be improved to apparently show a 
teachers’ own aptness. Teachers are already overworked and underpaid and so once again, children 
are not being pushed, instead they are fashioned.  

Some might argue that our educational system has come a long way in terms of Pedagogization, but 
our traditions are still strongly ingrained in our programs. When we have supposedly advanced so 
much as a society, does it make sense to continue educating in such a way? 
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